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What is GOTAG business card?

Gotag is a modern electronic business card that allows you
to share all kinds of information with one touch using NFC
technology. The information you provide with Gotag is
immediately shared with the phone of the person you
meet.
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What is GOTAG business card?

With GOTAG business cards, you can share your contact
information, social media accounts, messenger
information, company information, catalog and
presentation ﬁles, map information, in short, all kinds of
electronic information at once and immediately.
Just as there is no limit to sharing, you can use one GOTAG
business card thousands of times.
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Hold your GOTAG eletronic business card
close to phone and ...
Share the information as a QR code
Share instagram proﬁle page
Visit the website
Keep in touch with Whatsapp
Start writing in Telegram
Call the phone
Open Facebook proﬁle
Show bank information
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Saving contacts
as vCards to phone
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How GOTAG works?
Hold your GOTAG eletronic business
card close to the NFC-enabled phone
or scan the QR code on the back side.

Click the link in the screen.

All shared information is now on
your phone.
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Contactless Communication
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Instantly share social media accounts, website, company

Advantages and Speciﬁcations of
GOTAG business cards

and bank account information, catalog and more without
contact by touching your GOTAG business card to the
friends's phone.
Measurable technology and reports
You can check statistics related to the use of your card
from a special control panel.
It is not necessary to be GOTAG user to get shared
information
The person touching your card can see shared information
even if they do not own GOTAG.
Unlimited sharing
Sharing of information happens in seconds, regardless of
the volume or size. There is no limit to share your
information.
Updating of information
Edit your information whenever you want and change your
card information instantly. Quickly share your new proﬁle
with anyone. You do not need to order a new GOTAG card
for this.
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Data management from one window

Advantages and Speciﬁcations of
GOTAG business cards

You can share phone, social networks, location and many
other information at the same time.
Green Technology
Reduces paper consumption because you can use one
Gotag electronic business card as much as you want.
QR code
For phones without NFC technology, you can share your
information by scanning the QR code on your card. Share QR
code from your online proﬁle.
Compatible with AndroId and IOS
GOTAQ business cards are compatible with all smart devices.
No need to download the application
No application is required to share or get information.
Lower costs
Save time and money throught not having to buy a new
business card every time your information changes.
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D g tal resources you can share

In addition to the above you can share
presentation, website, ﬁle and links via
GOTAG buisness cards.
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You can order special GOTAG cards for your company by

Corporate solutions

contacting us. We offer the following features to adapt our
corporate clients' business cards to the business
environment:
Integration
Manage company business cards through your private
control panel
Private domain

GET A SPECIAL OFFER

Sharing information using your own domain name

FOR YOUR COMPANY

Corporate identity proﬁle page
Presenting your proﬁle page in a design appropriate to
your company's corporate identity
Reports
Submission of statistics and reports
Design to match the corporate identity of your company
Business card branded and printed with the company logo
in accordance with the corporate identity and colors of
your company
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Don't hesitate to contact us for your enquiries.
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